Dear Class of 2014:

The Weekend MBA program is based on a study team format to enrich learning and promote skill development. For many people this is a highlight of their experience.

It takes more than good intentions and effort to get great results. To fast track your study team development, a “Study Team Success” experience will be an important part of your two-day class orientation. Humanergy, a leadership development firm, has helped launch successful WMBA study teams for the last 11 years. You’ll receive a link to a YouTube video for a brief introduction to what you may expect at orientation connected to your study team success.

Since we’ll have limited time at orientation, we are also asking you to do some pre-work that will yield a “Study Team Resource Profile.” This profile will be a compilation of important information provided by each of you that you’ll receive at orientation and that we’ll use to accelerate your team development.

This pre-work will be submitted via a SurveyMonkey link to be provided by April 15. It will take no more than 10 minutes to take and it needs to be completed by Wednesday, May 30, 2012. We will be summarizing these results to use at orientation.

Please take some quality time to reflect on the following four questions that will be in the survey. Brief, bullet point responses will be perfect.

1. **Stakeholders:** In addition to you, who are the people primarily interested in and/or impacted throughout your Weekend MBA experience?
   •
   •

2. **Success:** Given these stakeholders, what are the important results to achieve for you to have a truly successful Weekend MBA experience?
   •
   •

3. **Talents:** What are your abilities that will help achieve this success?
   •
   •

4. **Challenges:** What are your limitations that need to be developed/managed to achieve this success?
   •
   •

We look forward to working with you at the Orientation!

David Wheatley and Jim Marshall
Humanergy